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Lecture 1a. Introduction to Policy Implementation 
I. Policy Implementation & Public Policy 

• Overarching Themes of the Field of Policy Implementation 
o Is policy implementation and administration different now than it was 

before? 
§ Does new research actually show newness? 

o Why is policy implementation problematic and rarely automatic? 
o Why is implementing policy harder in democratic society than 

authoritarian society? 
§ Does the political consensus required in democracies inhibit 

implementation? 
• What is Public Policy? 

o Various Definitions & Conceptualizations 
§ Pressman & Wildavsky think of policies as hypotheses or 

causal models 
§ Anderson defines it as “a purposive course of action followed 

by an actor or set of actors in dealing with a problem or matter 
of concern 

§ Another scholar defines it as “a set of interrelated decisions, 
taken by authorities, concerning the selection of goals and the 
means of achieving them” 

o Comes from legislation, grassroots/populist means, executive orders, 
federal agencies in rule-making, judicial court decisions 

o Public policy research à easier, smaller, more limited policies easier 
to review 

• What is Policy Implementation? 
o Various Definitions & Conceptualizations 

§ Brewer defines it as “Public Administration in action” – it 
“requires management acumen and technical skills” 

§ Hill & Hupe define it as “. . . to carry out, accomplish, 
fulfill, produce, complete” 

§ Mazmanian & Sabateier (1983) define it as “the carrying 
out of a basic policy decision . . . that decision identifies the 
problem(s) to be addressed, stipulates the objective(s) to be 
pursued, and in a variety of ways, ‘structures’ that 
implementation process” 

o Policy Process Model à steps that are serially ordered & connected 
together & each step represents discrete activity of the policy process 
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§ Policy implementation is at the heart of process 
§ Variation in models – some include more steps than others 

– but generally include 
• Agenda setting 
• Decision Making 
• Implementation 
• Evaluation 

o Politics-Administration Dichotomy à theoretical framework that 
constructs boundaries of public administration & asserts normative 
relationship between elected officials & administrators in democratic 
society 

§ Politics & administration are inherently different & should be 
approached distinctly 

 Policy Implementation 
Good Bad 

Policy 
Good Textbook 

Success 
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Bad Rare 
Success 

Compound 
Failure 

§ Policy-making cycle reflects politics-administration dichotomy 
§ Crucial role of public administration in determining these 

outcomes 
 
Lecture 1b. Overview & Discussion of Readings 

I. Reading 1 Discussion: The Perils & Prospects of Public Administration (Kettl, 1990) 
• Context à Reagan Administration & Conservative Policy 

o “Government is not the solution to our problem, government is the 
problem” (Reagan, 1981) 

• The Need for Reassessment 
o Development of a cult of specialization & a trend in social sciences 

toward “scientific” explanations of phenomena 
§ “Public administration’s traditional focus on generalism stirred 

little enthusiasm and much outright hostility.” (Kettl 1990, p. 
411) 

o Publication bias in current field of implementation research 
§ Scholars have rarely studied program successes, choosing 

instead to study intriguing cases of failure 
• The Perils & Prospects of Public Administration 

o Perils: 
§ Perception of neglect toward policy implementation research 

(negative publication bias & goals are often hard to define) 
• Policy implementation = study of failure 
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§ Case based approach to the study of public-management (too 
general amidst specialization trend) 

§ Rationalist critique (are public agencies rational?) 
o Prospects à “The prospects of public administration lie in 

rediscovering the fundamental issues on which the discipline is based.” 
§ Recognizing & redefining the importance of agencies as actors 

within the political process 
§ Understanding how the behaviors of agencies as actors vary & 

mapping that variance 
II. Reading 2 Discussion: Escaping Jurassic Government: How to Recover America’s 

Lost Commitment to Competence (Kettl, 2016, chp. 1) 
• Summary of Kettl’s Argument: 

o American democracy has lost its commitment to competence 
o The progressive consensus à battle fiercely over what government 

ought to do, but maintain a bipartisan consensus to make government 
work 

§ Dissolution of this political consensus (post-1970) had 
detrimental effects of government performance & capacity 

§ Now one party (Democrats) wants to expand the role of 
government while neglecting administrative capacity . . .  while 
the other party (Republicans) wants to “starve the beast” by 
disinvesting & undermining government programs that are too 
popular to eliminate 

o New consensus revolves around bipartisan blame & the question of 
what government should do & how big government should be 

§ Normative (Value Judgement) vs. Descriptive (Explains 
Phenomena) 

• Proposed Solutions 
o People à “Getting the right people with the right skills in the right 

places at the right time” 
o Manage Interweaving à “Government is less and less a solitary actor 

and far more a partner – with other government agencies, other levels 
of government, other sectors (including the private and nonprofit), and 
other governments in getting its work done” 

§ “If government is to be effective it needs tools to cope with this 
vast interwoven network.” 

o Evidence & Information à “An information age government needs 
evidence and technology to guide it” 

III. Reading 3 Discussion: Designing & Implementing E-Government Systems (Brewer 
et al., 2016) 

• Overview 
o Technology as a tool to connect citizens & government 
o Tension between information technology & public administration 
o Political structure of agencies align with chaos theory (dynamical 

system) 
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o Instill democratic values & ensure that democratic processes & 
outcomes are realized 

• Implications 
o Connecting & outsourcing – equitable is design 
o Democratic involvement in the process 
o Policy process & “requisite agility” à need of agility in changing 

environments (consequences within government agencies who lack 
requisite agility) 

§ Dynamic nature & changes impose need to update knowledge 
needed to perform administrative processes or use of e-
government system, which is heterogeneous & fragmented 

§ Thus need to resolve changes in systematic manner, ensuring 
overall consistency & agile response 

• Equal access, security, expression, & participation 
IV. Reading 4 Discussion: Effective Implementation In Practice, Preface & Chapter 1 

(Sandfort & Moulton, 2015) 
• Preface: 

o The Theory of Change 
§ Policy & change are woven together 
§ Change in policy implementation is particularly unique 

because of the ambition behind that desire for chance 
§ Need for change can be agreed upon, but what’s complex is 

various interpretations of the problem à what should be done 
about it, who should do it, & how it shall be accomplished 

o To minimize discrepancies in this complex decision-making context, 
two thoughts on implementation: 

§ Centralize decision making & adopt tools such as written rules, 
structured protocols, or benchmarks in an attempt to reduce 
uncertainty 

§ Implementation is about making change in complex systems 
• “Implementation is more akin to gardening than 

engineering or architecture” 
o Implications: 

§ It is important for those implementing policy to understand the 
complexity of change, whether on the organizational or 
personal level 

§ Just like gardening, policy can be approached with the same 
“science” but executed differently based on those involved, the 
situation, & resources available 

• Chapter 1: 
o Exploring Policy & Program Implementation 

§ “Policy and program implementation is complex” – how to 
develop solutions to issues can be difficult 

§ Diversity is important in improving a program’s 
implementation 

• However, less direct control over implementation 
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• Necessity for skills in network management 
• Less autonomy/private interests à good of target 

demographic 
§ Understanding the actual realities of the target demographics is 

fundamental 
§ Implementation should not be interpreted as linear process à 

“Implementation is a process of change occurring” 
o Defining Implementation Effectiveness 

§ Desired outcomes require implementers to have clear 
understanding – but can be difficult to reach a consensus 

§ Effective implementation indicators should not be seen as 
independent, but as significant steps in the process to achieve 

the desired outcome in the target demographic & quality of 
services provided 

o Unpacking Implementation Systems 
§ While the specific details of implementation vary widely, some 

elements are consistent across settings – these form the 
foundation of more general understanding of the 
implementation process 

• First, policy & program implementation occurs at 
different levels within a system 

• Second, settings found at these levels are thought as 
strategic action fields 

§ Central questions in implementation: 
• How do we create desired change in the target 

population? 
• How are resources & authority distributed & 

coordinated to induce actors to participate in the 
program? 

• How are meaning & commitment to the program 
cultivated? 

o Understanding the Scale 
§ There are different levels in implementation system that 

influence both scope of problems & solutions, and observed 
results 


